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COMPLEMENTS ATTRACT
Pair shades that are opposite on the color
wheel (think red and green or orange
and blue) and you get a competition for
the eye’s attention that is so powerful,
color theorists call it a vibrating effect.
Yet, as our guest designers prove, such
visually charged schemes can be turned
into complementary palettes that
inspire — even soothe.
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“Using the full intensity of these colors
enhances the impact of the
complementary color scheme. Where
blue suggests serenity, tranquillity, and
calmness, the orange adds a layer of
pop, whimsy, and playfulness.”

mark haddad and kurt hakansson
Haddad Hakansson; Belmont, MA;
617-741-3131; haddadhakansson.com
chair: Ruché Chair in Harald-Nuit, Ligne
Roset, Boston; ligne-roset-usa.com. rug:
Sari Silk Rug, Landry & Arcari Oriental Rugs
and Carpeting, Boston and Salem, MA;
landryandarcari.com. table: Metal-framed
table with three-tier leather tray top; Icon
Group Inc., Boston; 617-428-0655.
drapery: Laser cut fabric in Coral from Bart
Halpern, Donghia, Boston; donghia.com.
lamp: Cloris table lamp in midnight blue,
Visual Comfort; visualcomfort.com, at
Dayton Home, Wellesley, MA; dayton-home.
com. lampshade: Custom by Blanche Field,
Boston; blanchefield.com. bottles: The
New Bottles by Joe Cariati; joecariati.com,
at Artefact Home|Garden, Belmont, MA;
artefacthome.com. decanter: Small
Decanter Collection by Joe Cariati, at
Artefact. pillow: Artefact. glass knot:
Haddad Hakansson, Belmont, MA;
haddadhakansson.com.
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Our largest shipment of the year has just arrived!

See what’s new at landryandarcari.com/new

www.landryandarcari.com
Boston•Framingham•Salem

New Showroom Now Open! Rt. 9 Framingham
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“I love to look for items that
haven’t been seen before and
then mix with classic pieces for
a fresh and timeless look. It can
be tough to find just the right
purple, but pairing a few shades
with bright yellow really
invigorates both colors.”

emily lacouture
Now Interior Design Studios,
Acton, MA; 978-369-8387;
nowinteriordesignstudios.com
bench: Jacques Bench, $1,800,
Jonathan Adler; jonathanadler.
com. seat fabric: Purple linen,
Grey’s Fabric and Notions, Boston; greysfabric.com. wallpaper:
Octopussi, Voutsa; voutsa.com.
antique rug: First Rugs, Acton
and Danvers, MA; firstrugs.
com. neoprene basket: Neò,
neodesignart.com. pillow, vase,
and stools: Now Interior Design
Studios, Acton, MA; nowinterior
designstudios.com.
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PLOUM sofa by Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
ligne-roset-usa.com

200 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02116
lignerosetboston.com - Tel : (617) 451-2212
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“Red and green’s relationship was tired, so they called
on orange for a consultation.
Orange said, ‘Be bold, and
I will hold your hands.’
Green and red summoned
plaid, florals, and texture.
Shiny objects appeared.
Together they found
love again.”

elaine grant +
matthew larkin
Grant Larkin,
Richmond, MA;
413-698-2599;
grantlarkin.com
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chair: Amari High Back Lounge Chair
in bamboo green, Janus et Cie,
Boston; janusetcie.com. fabric:
Bouquet, Sahco; sahco-hesslein.com
and at Donghia, Boston; donghia.
com. pillow: Linden Pesto Pillow, $40,
Crate & Barrel, crateandbarrel.com.
rug: Dawson Woven Cotton Rug,
$112, Dash & Albert; dashandalbert.
com. duvet: Matte Velvet Brick Quilt
in full/queen, $478, standard
shams, $64 each, Pine

Cone Hill; pineconehill.com.
wallpaper: Tartan by Vivienne
Westwood, Cole & Son; cole-and-son.
com. apple: Eve Glazed Apple, extra
small, $358, Janus et Cie. lamp:
Threshold Mercury Glass Squat Lamp
Base, small, $25, Target; target.com.
lampshade: Light Years Floor Shade,
$35, Land of Nod; landofnod.com.
table: Barrel End Table with iron
frame and acrylic top, $495, Garage
Sale, Boston; garagesaleboston.com.
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The living room in the Berlin apartment
just opposite the German National Theater
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It's not just
a new sofa

Come into our stores and get a chance to win a city break in a
BoConcept apartment. Our Concepters have decorated three
apartments in the most amazing locations with fabulous new furniture
designs from our 2015 collection, and we want YOU to TEST IT!
Book or vote in your nearest BoConcept store or at boconcept.com.

It's a concept
BoConcept Canbridge

999 Mass Ave

Cambridge

MA 02138

617 588 7777

See our new collection and save 20% on Carlton sofas in stores now

boconcept.com
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Interior designers Mark Haddad (pictured left)
and Kurt Hakansson (right) envisioned a room
that’s opulent yet comfortable, focusing not
only on their color combination of orange and
blue, but also on texture. “In addition to
working with the complementary color palette,”
says Hakansson, “we were inspired to select
complementary textures. The luxuriousness of
the navy velvet chair paired beautifully with the
hard edges of the orange leather end table, and
the unexpected detail of the laser-cut fabric
adds a layer of depth behind the ensemble.”
Emily Lacouture is one
of the designers on staff
at the Acton,
Massachusetts, firm
Now Interior Design
Studios, started by First
Rugs, which has
showrooms in Acton
and Danvers,
Massachusetts, and
New York. She delved
into yellow and purple with a fantastic
Lucite-and-brass bench and offbeat wallpaper,
adding pillows and accessories to finish.
Matt Larkin and Elaine Grant are the
husband-and-wife principals of Grant Larkin,
their interior, furniture, and lighting design
studio in Richmond, Massachusetts, where
they enjoy time in their spectacular garden filled
with sculpted
topiary (“A
Landscape Casts a
Spell,” Design New
England March/
April 2014). For
their red-and-green
room, they
imagined a guest
bedroom — where
the not-so-restful
“vibrating” colors
might prevent
guests from
lingering too long.

Color Lessons
Between primary colors blue,
yellow, and red on the color wheel
are secondary colors orange,
purple, and green. Each primary
color has a complementary
secondary color opposite it —
blue and orange are complements,
as are yellow and purple and red
and green. Pairing these colors
can have a
jarring effect,
because the
colors compete
for the eye’s
attention.
Indeed, if those
colors have the
same value
(lightness/
darkness), they
can seem to
vibrate, making the composition
stand out with visual energy.
To tone down the vibration in
our designers’ schemes, a third
color, one adjacent to a
complementary color on the
wheel, could be introduced — for
example, red and green could be
accented with orange.
Vibration is just one aspect of
color theory, which gets quite
complicated. As German-born
and Bauhaus-trained artist and
color theorist Josef Albers (1888–
1976) explained, when it comes to
color, everything is abstract. “In
visual perception,” he wrote in his
Interaction of Color, published in
1963, “a color is almost never seen
as it really is — as it physically is.
This fact makes color the most
relative medium in art.”

